
Java Tutorial 2 

Selection 
In-class Assignment: 
Task 1: (Tutorial 2 – 1: AdditionQuiz.java) 

Design an addition quiz. Your program will generate two numbers and user is asked to 
make an addition. Then your program should check whether user is correct or not.  

(1) Generate random two random natural numbers less than or equal 100. You can use 
System.currentTimeMillis() or Math.random(). 

(2) Print "What is number1 + number2", replace number1 and number2 with the variables 

(3) Read the input from Console 

(4) Check the answer. 

(5) Print true if user's answer is correct. Print false if user's answer is wrong. You can use 
(a) Boolean, (b) if-else statement, or (c) conditional expression.    

Take-home: If it is wrong, prompt user to enter the answer again.  

Take-home: Your program allows user to choose addition problem or subtraction 
problem.  

 

 

 

 

Task 2: (Tutorial 2-2: LeapYear.java) 

Write a program that lets the user enter a year and checks whether it is a leap year. 
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Task 3: (Check Point 3.30) 

What is y after the following switch statement is executed? Rewrite the code using an if-
else statement. 

x = 3; y = 3; 

switch (x + 3) { 

    case 6: y = 1; 

    default: y += 1; 

} 

Task 4: (Check Point 3.31) 

What is x after the following if-else statement is executed? Use a switch statement to 
rewrite it and draw the flowchart for the new switch statement. 

int x = 1, a = 3; 

if (a == 1) x += 5; 

else if (a == 2) x += 10; 

else if (a == 3) x += 16; 

else if (a == 4) x += 34; 

System.out.print(x); 

 

Take-home Assignment: 
Tutorial 2-1 Take-home Part 

(10th Edition) Programming Exercises *2.8, 3.2, *3.13, **3.21, **3.29 

 

Course Material: 
Liang, Y. D. (2015). Introduction to Java Programming, Comprehensive Version. 
Pearson. 
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